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Development repository: this is where backports
are stashed for initial testing. Almost always open
for push, backports would either end up in current,
or future update release.

Closed group that deals with security patches.
OJVG participants have access to security patches,
which allows them to build and test the binaries
before embargo lifts. Once embargo lifts, security
patches are integrated into open upstream
repository, so everyone else can build patched
JDKs too.

Red Hat pushes known security fixes in
the open repositories in both 8u and
11u projects.

Downstream Red Hat repository that mixes in 
AArch64 port and Shenandoah. This repository
serves as the base for Red Hat's RPMs.

Downstream builders usually have mirrors of the original repo,
for either reliability or reproducibility reasons. Some just build
straight from the stable tree.
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OpenJDK: jdk
(bleeding edge)

Long-term support releases (8u, 11u, ...)

Short-term support releases (12u, 13u, ...)

Oracle seems to maintain their own private
repositories for 8u and 11u work, without
directly participating in the OpenJDK 8u/11u
updates project. Unclear if Oracle syncs up
these trees with OpenJDK 8u/11u today.

Development repository: this is where backports
are collected for upcoming release. Almost always 
open for pushes, backports would end up in current
update release.
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Build
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OpenJDK EA
Builds
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Builds

Private repositories to hold security work
that cannot be public until embargo lifts.

Private repositories to hold security work
that cannot be public until embargo lifts.

https://adoptopenjdk.net/upstream.html RHEL, Fedora, other RH-derived distros Vendor-specific locations;
notably not Oracle, though

Vendor-specific locations Vendor-specific locations

https://jdk.java.net/ Oracle download sites Vendor-specific locations;
including https://jdk.java.net/

Vendor-specific locations;
including https://jdk.java.net/

Vendor-specific locations Vendor-specific locations

Closed group that deals with security patches.
OJVG participants have access to security patches,
which allows them to build and test the binaries
before embargo lifts. Once embargo lifts, security
patches are integrated into open upstream
repository, so everyone else can build patched
JDKs too.

Oracle pushes known security fixes in
the open repositories in both 12u
and 13u projects.

Downstream builders usually have mirrors of the original repo,
for either reliability or reproducibility reasons. Some just build
straight from the stable tree.

OpenJDK Update Releases Map

This explains how changes flow between OpenJDK repositories and downstream projects, and what is build from where.
This is not overly extensive, and does not cover additions beyond OpenJDK, for example OpenJFX. It also captures only
the current state of the OpenJDK, and may (significantly) change in future.

Created and maintained by Aleksey Shipilev (shade@redhat.com)
Updated: 2019-06-28.

regular patches flow

security patches flow

builds flow

Oracle download sites

Multiple participants
(in alphabetical order):
Amazon, Azul, BellSoft, 
Google, Red Hat, SAP,
independent

Multiple participants
(in alphabetical order):
Amazon, Azul, BellSoft, 
Google, Oracle, Red Hat,
SAP, independent

Oracle only

Participants
(no particular color)
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Closed group that deals with security patches.
Oracle is pushing security fixes in the open
into bleeding edge repo. Update releases get
the same patches in a round-about way, without
being exposed too early. See below.

Development head repository.
Most of OpenJDK work happens here.

OpenJDK
Vulnerability

Group

Like with many other vendors, security
patches are available via OpenJDK VG.

Last known syncs: 
11.0.2 and 8u202.
Unclear if Oracle
syncs up today.


